
1.5 Big Ideas.. 
Key concepts 
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9 Bits to look our for… 
�  DMR/Returns to scale 

�  Economies of  scale 

�  Efficient resource allocation (AC  curve) 

�  3 goals of  a Firm 

�  Price discrimination 

�  Goals of  firms: Profit maximisation vs sales growth vs sales 
revenue maximisation (see slide 21for other goals) 

�  Kinked demand curve (oligopoly) 

�  Collusion (oligopoly) 

�  Compare + contrast (evaluate) the 4 models models: 
evaluate 1 or 2 of  the 4 models Webnote 150-Theory of  the Firm 2 



Accurate Diagrams…. See 

Webnote 

1591 
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4 Models- see webnote 151  
See webnote 151  
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Theory of  the Firm 
�  4 Targets for each of  the 4 models 

1.  Price and output of  4 models 
in the SR + LR 

2.  Profit Maximisation: ‘profit 
finder’ where MR=MC 
Supernormal/abnormal 
profits? 

3.  Efficiency (AC) 
4.  Barriers to Entry 
 
Others include: economies of scale, non profit 
maximisation goals + price discrimination 
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Perfect Competition 
 

1.  Efficient lowest point on AC or ATC  

2.  Homogenous  

3.  Large number of small firms (‘000’s) 

4.  No barriers to entry + exit of industry 

5.  Nearest example: farmer 

6.  No price power / Price taker  

7.  Perfect information re profits and losses 
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monopolisitc 
� “MISTIC” 
1.  Inefficient (not at lowest point on AC)  

2.  Branding is common “ local pizza”. (Advertising wasteful)  

3.  Large number of small firms (’00’s) 

4.  No major barriers to entry  

5.  bakery in Kaiserswerth. Small goods retailer or service 
provider 

6.  Little price power but this often depends on ‘location’ 
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oligopoly 
1.  Inefficient (economies of scale may  result in lower 

unit costs than PC or monopolistic 

2.  Branded products. Large scale advertising. 

3.  4 or 5 firms (up to 100 possible but ‘concentration’ of 
market share is between a small number of 
firms)possible e.g. Microsoft, apple,linux.. 

4.  major barriers to entry e.g. set up costs  

5.  Collusion/anti competitive behaviour: coca cola –see  
webnote 151, Ford, Bosch, Heineken, Sothebys etc 

6.  Price power 
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monopoly 
 

1.  Inefficient but (economies of scale may  result in 
lower unit costs than PC or monopolistic) 

2.  Branded products if in final goods market 

3.  1- 4 or 5 firms dominate market share  e.g. 
microsoft and apple, others?? 

4.  major barriers to entry e.g. set up costs 

5.  Price power –unless a legal monopoly 
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The Big Ideas… 
�  Costs of  firms: tell us about profit and efficiency 

(ac,mc,avc,afc,atc (ac),srac,lrac) 

�  Revenues of  firms (ar (=demand=price),mr,) and 
Price is key here i.e.level of  price power (maker or 
taker). 

�  Profit: TR-TC, ar>ac (supernormal profit). 

�  4 Models: price + output in LR + SR, profit levels, 
efficiency (unit cost/ac), price power, R+D, 
Economies of  Scale + barriers to entry and price 
discrimination.  
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ATC:  Average Total Cost  =  C + E 
which is TC/q  

TC= P/C x q 
P 

Q O 

AFC AVC  

Every Firm must cover its AVC in the Short Run or it must shut down 

 (b)  

ATC 

MC 

TFC 
 (c)   (d)   (e)  

TVC 

A1:Short Run Average Total Cost  A2:TOTAL COSTS +REVENUES 

Q 

TC 

TR 

a 

b 

O 

X  
  K 

X and Z = break even 
points 
K = max profit quantity of        
            production 
shaded areas = economic 
loss 

 Z 

 
 

TC 
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Short Run AC Curve (SRATC or AC) 



costs 
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IBQ: 



Know your cost diagrams-
webnote 153 

F: Long Run ATC Depends on Internal + External (DIS) Economies of Scale  

LRATC 
P 

Q O 

Economies of Scale Diseconomies of Scale 

unit cost falling  unit cost rising 
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Long Run AC Curve (LRATC) 



revenue 
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IBQ: 

                                        M14/3/ECON/HP1/ENG/TZ2/XX 

Opportunities to 
refer to “revenue’ 
in answering a 1.5 
Essay Question 



2 key points for revenue 
�  Break even vs shut down point 
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mc 

atc  

avc 

Price/costs 

        
P1=ac 

            P=avc 

0 quantity 

Break even price = P1. Firm is 
paying all costs (including 
implicit/opportunity costs)) and 
earning Normal profits 
including. This includes paying 
for all Land, labour, capital and 
enough profit (normal) to keep 
the firm in the industry. Note it 
is a long run idea. See Blink P 
97 

Shut down price is P. At this 
price the firm is able to cover 
its variable costs in the short 
run because P =avc and so it is 
not able to pay its fixed costs at 
this price. Any price below P 
then becomes a “shut down” 
price. See Blink P97. 



 
Revenues + Profits 

is the firm a price taker or a price maker? Webnote 151 

S  

D = Price=AR=MR  

DIAGRAM A: Firm is a price taker 

0 Q 

P 

Pm 

Industry 
(41.000 firms) 

Firm  P 

0 

FIRM HAS NO PRICE POWER 
and = ‘price taker’ D  
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Price Taker                  OR             Price Maker 
 

AR     AC 

Q = max profit (at this 
point mr = mc) 

         P 
    (max  
   profit) 

      0 



Revenues + Profits 
�  Normal or supernormal? 

AC	1 

AR	=	price 

Pro,it	max.	
output 

AR>AC 

AC	2 AR=AC 
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Goals of  the Firm 

Goals of  firms = 5 

1.  Revenue maximisation, 

2.   sales growth maximisation, 

3.  profit maximisation, 

4.   satisficing and  

5.  corporate social responsibility. 
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Goals of  firms 
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IBQ: 

M08/3/ECON/HP1/ENG/TZ2/XX 
 
Explain how a firm operating in an oligopolistic market might attempt to increase its market 
share. 
 

M16/3/ECON/HP1/ENG/TZ1/XX 



Goals of  firms – webnote 1593 
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Barriers to Entry…resources 
follow profits! 

�  Normal or 
supernormal? 

A
C	
1 

AR	=	price 

Pro,it	
max.	
output 

AR>AC 

A
C	
2 

AR=AC 

d s1 

s2 

High S/N profits cause entry and if  
barriers are absent then price will 
fall from P2 to P1. Ar=AC and 
profits will be ‘Normal’. 

p2 

p1 

…Of  course if  firms can set up 
barriers then the S.N profits can be 
protected into the long run and this 
is typical in oligopoly and monopoly. 
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‘Sunk Costs’  are non 
recoverable costs that cannot 
be recovered if  a firm leaves 
an industry e.g. payments 
made for advertising and 
promotions over time 
High sunk costs act as a 
barrier to entry. 



Monopoly 
�  Price power in the long run 

�  Due to lack of  entry and therefore competition the 
monopolist can enjoy long run s/n profits of  abcd 
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Watch out for: 
in Oligopoly 

�  Kinked demand curve/price rigidity/
interdependence 

�  Game theory 

DIAGRAM A:  Equilibrium for an Oligopolist competing on price cuts  

0 

C+ R Firm  

Q 

MC 

AC 

 Q1 

MR 

A 

B 

C 

P1 
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Key Terms: 

1. Collusion, 
2. Price rigidity + 

kinked demand, 
3. competitive 

oligoply, 
4. price war, 
5. price leadership  
6. Non price 

competition 
7. interdependence 



Oligopoly:  

�  Is the oligopoly a profit maximiser or does it have an 
alternative goal. Watch out for key words such as collusion, 
price rigidity, competitive oligoply, price war, price leadership 
and interdependence 

�  Ease of  entry to an industry means low barriers to entry 
usually meaning low ‘sunk’ costs so that the firm can retrieve 
much of  its costs on exiting the market 

�   Interdependence is worth special attention: focus the idea of  
‘contestable markets’ where 1 or 2 operators can still 
represent a competitive market and of  course ‘game theory’ 
where firms can benefit/profit more from collusion rather 
than competition. These examples show how firms are 
constantly watching what the opponent is doing! 
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Oligopoly 



 
 
 
 

Price Discrimination: 
Watch out for: 3rd degree price discrimination 

�  Ability of  firms to charge different prices in 
different markets 

�  Note key connection with elasticity here 
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